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• Linguistic theories (deficits in “innate” linguistic rules)
– Gopnik & Crago’s feature blind hypothesis
– Rice & Wexler extended optional infinitive (EOI)
• Cognitive theories
– Tallal’s rapid auditory processing hypothesis
– Gathercole and Baddeley’s phonological memory 
hypothesis
• Hybrid theories
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Levels of analysesSingle deficit models of SLI
Multiple deficit models 
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No single etiological factor is sufficient 
for a complex disorder like SLI 
Instead etiology involves the 
interaction of multiple risk and 
protective factors



















































































































































































Can multilingualism confuse children and 
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 Sufficient input through human interaction

















 Sufficient input through human interaction
 high quality language
 create a real need to use the language
 naturalistic context
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CONTACT 
pascale.engel@uni.lu
FIND OUT MORE ON MY RESEARCH:
http://langcog.uni.lu/
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